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ABSTRACT 
 
The most apparent way humans communicate is verbal with 
the use of Language. With language being so complex, the 
average person would not be able to recognize another 
language besides their native own. But one thing is universal 
for all languages spoken throughout the world and it is that 
they produce sound. The average human being can hear 
sounds with frequencies ranging from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz and 
with an intensity above the standard threshold of hearing. 
Hence, speaking produces sound with frequencies in between 
the said range. This paper aims to determine the language 
spoken of a given voice signal. By analyzing the given voice 
signal, its frequency range can be determined. Languages are 
spoken differently therefore have different frequency ranges. 
By using a filter to remove any ambient sounds from the input 
voice signal, its equivalent spectrogram reading gives an 
accurate range of its frequencies. 
 
Key words: Language, Audible sound, Frequency, Filter, 
Magnitude Spectrum Plot, Spectrogram 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Communication is deeply intertwined with human existence. 
It allows human beings to express their thoughts and feelings 
with each other. While there are many forms of 
communication, it can generally be narrowed down into two 
forms: verbal and non-verbal. Verbal communication makes 
use of words either spoken or written to communicate. These 
words come in many different languages that are native to 
several different countries. Non-verbal communication 
however doesn’t make use of words. Some examples of 
non-verbal communication according to [1] would be 
Kinesics or body movements including facial expressions and 
eye contact; Vocalists or adjusting the rate, volume, and pitch 
of voice; personal appearance or how one expresses himself 
visually; haptics or any form of interaction involving the 
sense of touch. There are numerous more forms of non-verbal 
communication since it is not bound to the use of words 
[2,3,4].  
 
Verbal communication in the form of speaking makes use of 
sounds that we hear and then interpret its message or meaning. 
The sound that an average human being can hear produces 
frequencies that range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz [5,6,7]. 
Definitely, for a person to hear the sound, that sound must also 

be loud enough. The sound must also have an intensity higher 
than the threshold of hearing which is 0 dB or decibels. When 
human beings communicate by speaking to each other, they 
produce sound waves with frequencies in between the 
previously said range. Compared to non-verbal 
communication, verbal communication would be the more 
apparent choice for human beings to interact with each other 
[8,9,10,11]. However, verbal communication is not as simple 
as it seems. Language is one of the most complex ways of 
communicating for humans. Each country has its language. 
And most of that country’s inhabitants can only understand or 
speak that specific language. This makes it hard for the 
average person to communicate with another person from a 
different country. 
 
2.  BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
 
Language is the most apparent form of communication used 
around the globe today. It is a structured and conventional 
system that people follow to share information. Because of 
this, language can be generalized to the system being used by 
a certain country or community. An example would be 
English which is one of the most commonly known languages 
globally. The number of languages being used all across the 
globe can be estimated to vary between 5000 and 7000 
[12,13]. The reason for such a large amount is the number of 
different dialects present in just one language. Another reason 
for the numerous amounts of languages is because languages 
evolve and diversify over time. Some languages were based 
on other languages. Others were changed or simplified over 
time. Because language such an important form of 
communication, some people study other languages to be able 
to speak and write in them other than their own [14,15,16]. 

 
Frequency is the number of times a certain event repeats per 
unit of time. This parameter is very important in the field of 
science and engineering for it is used to specify the rate of 
oscillations produced in signals. This study will be dealing 
with an audio frequency which is generally sound frequency 
but bounded only to a frequency range an average human 
being will be able to hear. The standard hearing range for 
humans is 20 Hz to 20 kHz [17]. This range can be divided 
into seven different frequency bands: 20 Hz to 60 Hz range is 
called Sub-bass which produces a sound so low that it is felt 
more than it is heard. 60 Hz to 250 Hz range is called Bass 
which determines how fat or thin the sound is. 250 Hz to 500 
Hz range is called Low midrange which contains the low 
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order harmonics of most musical instruments. 500 Hz to 2 
kHz range is called Midrange which is the frequency range for 
intelligible human speech. 2 kHz to 4kHz range is called 
Upper midrange which makes human hearing sensitive and 
can cause listening fatigue. 4 kHz to 6kHz range is called 
Presence which handles how clear and defined a certain sound 
is [18,19,20]. Lastly, 6 kHz to 20kHz range is called 
Brilliance which is the sound of bells and cymbals when they 
are ringing. 
 
3.  STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 
Language is so complex, presents such a challenge even to 
know just one alternative or second language next to your 
native language. The average person cannot different 
languages if heard only for the first time. Many only hear 1-2 
languages for the rest of their life. The group aims to provide a 
solution to this problem by presenting an effective way to 
determine the language of a given voice input [21,22]. With 
the frequency ranges of the popular languages known, it 
would be easy to determine the language just by comparing 
the input voice signal’s frequency to the known frequency 
range values [23]. 
 
4. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
 
The theory of creating a device that functions is to take a given 
voice signal and with that be able to determine the language 
spoken has many potential uses. Because language is used all 
around the world, the potential prototypes that support this 
theory's function would be used globally as well [24]. 
Examples of some of the uses of this device are as follows: 
One would be in telecommunications, calling hotlines and 
support when not in your respective country would almost be 
impossible. But with this device's function, the caller would 
be redirected to an agent that speaks their language and thus 
be serviced [25]. The caller would otherwise be fed with a 
recording speaking their language if no agent is available. 
Another use would be calibrating user interfaces to best 
support the language presented by these interfaces in 
electronic devices. With electronic devices being used largely 
around the world, this function would be able to help its user 
especially those who are not used to using these devices 
particularly the elderly.  
 
5. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Spoken language produces sound. For that reason, the sound 
coming from speaking has an audio frequency under the range 
of audible sound. The group is interested in whether different 
languages also have different frequency ranges. Knowing this 
information will be crucial in designing systems being able to 
determine a language just by feeding them an input voice 
signal via signal processing [26]. 
 
Started designing this system would have to of course be with 
the voice input signal. To analyze and determine the 
frequency of the input accurately, the input must not have any 
artifacts or unwanted noise. This noise may come from 

ambient sounds or even just faulty voice input devices. To 
remove the noise, the voice signal must be manipulated so that 
the noise frequencies may be eliminated. This can be done by 
filtering the voice signal before it is examined for its 
frequency range [27].  
 
6. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 
 
The system will first consist of a device that can receive the 
spoken voice to be analyzed. This will be any microphone or 
audio input device. To maintain clarity of the voice signal, a 
filter will be used to rid the signal of any noise or artifacts. 
The clear voice signal will then be analyzed for its frequency 
range and then be compared [28,29]. 
 
Since the proposal is a theory, the group will be making use of 
known frequency range values of different languages to be 
compared to the input voice signal. These frequency ranges 
vary from country to country. Figures 1 and 2 show the range 
and table of different languages. 

 
Figure 1: Frequency Range Table of Different Languages 

 

 
Figure 2: Legend of Frequency Table in Figure 1 
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7. METHODOLOGY 
 
Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed system. 
 

 
Figure 3: Flowchart of the Proposed System 

 
The system functions by following the workflow presented in 
Figure 3. A person speaks through a microphone which takes 
in the input voice signal. This voice signal is then filtered to 
remove any unwanted sounds like ambient sounds or 
generally noise. After filtering, the signal is now analyzed and 
processed to find its frequency range. This can be done 
through MATLAB functions than will generate 
frequency/time plots or even spectrograms to accurately 
determine the frequency range of the input signal [30]. 
 
8. DATA AND RESULTS 
 
The input voice signal was taken from the Open Speech 
Repository in a .wav format. This file was then imported into 
MATLAB using the audio read () command [31]. Because of 
the presence of noise in the signal, its frequency range could 
not accurately be determined. The group made use of a high 
pass filter to get rid of the noise present in the signal. The 
reason for this is because the voice signal initially is high 
frequency dominant. Figure 4 shows the plot of the filtered 
voice signal.  
 

 
Figure 4: Plot of the Filtered Voice Signal 

The plot shows that the voice signal has higher magnitudes at 
frequency levels 7000 to 8000. Meaning these are the 
frequencies of sound most present in the input voice signal. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the frequency range of this 
voice signal is from 7000 to 8000. 
 
9. ANALYSIS OF DATA 
 
The sample voice file taken from the Open Speech Repository 
was first imported into MATLAB before being processed. 
The group was able to remove artifacts or any unwanted 
sound in the voice signal. Afterward, the group plotted the 
signal to find its frequency range. The plot showed large 
amounts of magnitude in the 7000 Hz to 8000 Hz region. This 
can be considered as the frequency range of the signal. 
Looking back to Figure 1 and Figure 2, wherein some of the 
frequency ranges of different languages were shown, we can 
see that the frequency range of the signal falls in between two 
languages being British English and Russian. Because the 
frequency range of the Russian language starts from such a 
low frequency of 125 Hz up to 8 kHz, the frequency range of 
our voice input signal is more relevant to the range of British 
English which is from 2 kHz up to 12 kHz. Upon checking the 
source of our voice signal, we confirmed that it was a 
recording of a British woman speaking English. Therefore, 
validating the frequency range of our signal to fall under 
British English. However, because this is just an assumption, 
there may be chances of error upon processing other voice 
signals. 
 
10. CONCLUSION 
 
The group was able to successfully follow its presented 
workflow in achieving the required output. Given a voice 
signal, the group was able to filter the voice signal using a 
high pass filter. The filtered voice signal was then plotted to 
show its Magnitude Spectrum wherein the group was able to 
find its frequency range. Comparing the frequency range of 
the voice signal to the previously presented frequency ranges 
of the different languages, the group was able to conclude that 
the voice signal comes from a person who speaks British 
English.  
 
This study successfully showed the potential of analyzing 
frequencies of sound particularly spoken language. Because 
audio-assessment of speech communication was shown to be 
a way of determining a language. The future holds many 
possible ways of applying this theory. Because technology is 
rapidly evolving, there will be easier and more effective 
theories and applications to tackle a certain need. Voice 
analysis can come a long way even up to a point where it can 
stand on par with fingerprint recognition. 
 
11. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The group recommends the use of a pop filter to go with the 
microphone in order for popping sounds to be eliminated as 
this can affect the processing of the voice signal. The spoken 
voice should also be clear and understandable. It is 
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recommended that the speech signal is pronounced and 
annunciated properly to minimize any error that may occur. In 
using MATLAB, the group recommends the use of a 
spectrogram as an alternative way to plot the filtered signal to 
determine its frequency range. This is just another approach 
and will more or less arrive at the same output of the method 
tested in this study. The frequency range database of different 
languages is also recommended to be expanded so it will be 
able to cater to other languages as well. Increasing the number 
of possible languages to choose from will also increase the 
efficiency of the system. 
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